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1. Summary  
 
1.1 This report provides background information for the Committee’s examination of the plans of the 

London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC). 
 
 

2. Recommendation 

 
2.1 That the Committee notes the report, puts questions to the guests and notes the 

discussion. 

 
 
3. Background   
 

3.1 The Committee carried out an investigation and published a report in October 2010 into the finances 

of the Olympic legacy.  It focused on the deal to transfer Olympic Park land ownership and legacy 

responsibility from the London Development Agency to the Olympic Park Legacy Company (OPLC).  

The report highlighted the uncertainty at the time over who would be accountable for maximising 

the overall economic benefit of the Games and ensuring value for money for the investment once 

the LDA was abolished in 2012.  It revealed the level of debt the GLA would be left with following 

the Olympic transfer and raised questions about how this would be repaid and the implications it 

would have on the Park’s legacy and the level of funding available for other economic development 

programmes in London.  This meeting fulfils the Committee’s stated intention to return to the issue 

of funding the Olympic legacy. 

 

3.2 In April 2012 responsibility for the legacy of the Olympic Park and surrounding area was transferred 

to the LLDC, the first Mayoral Development Corporation.  The LLDC also took over bodies such as 

the London Gateway Development Corporation, and has wider powers, assets and responsibilities 

than the OPLC. 

 

3.3 The LLDC’s Business Plan for 2012-13 to 2014-15 sets out the funding available over this period 

(£479 million of capital and £103 million of revenue), most of which will be required to transform 

the Park into legacy mode, ready for a phased re-opening from summer 2013.  The LLDC is also 

charged with delivering social, economic and environmental benefits and convergence for east 

London.  It must also generate a financial return to the public purse, largely by selling its assets.  The 



        

GLA is entitled to the first £233 million of land sales receipts to repay the debt it inherited from the 

LDA.  After that there will be a 25:75 split between the GLA and the National Lottery until the 

Lottery has been repaid in full, and any remaining proceeds will be split 50:50 between the GLA and 

the Government. 

 

  

4. Issues for Consideration  

4.1 The following guests will attend this meeting: 

 Dennis Hone, Interim Chief Executive, LLDC; 

 Jonathan Dutton, Executive Director of Finance and Corporate Services, LLDC; and 

 Neale Coleman, Director of London 2012 Coordination, GLA. 

 

4.2 Findings from this meeting will feed into the Committee’s Pre-Budget Report and the Committee’s 

scrutiny of the Mayor’s 2013/14 budget.   
 
 

5. Legal Implications 
 
5.1 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in this report. 
 
 

6. Financial Implications 
 
6.1 There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. 
 
 
List of appendices to this report: 
There are no appendices to this report 
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